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ABSTRACT OF TI-IE DISCLOSURE 

A digital electronic organ wherein a digital representa 
tion of an organ pipe wave shape is stored in a memory. 
A frequency synthesizer activated by a manual or pedal 
key produces a clock frequency at Nf, where 1‘ is the fre 
quency of the note selected, and N is the number of sam 
ple points in the stored Wave shape. The digitized wave 
shape is read out repetitiously at the generated clock fre 
quency and converted to analog form to produce a mu 
sical note having a wave shape corresponding to that 
stored in the memory. Cireuitry is provided to sum digital 
ly notes which are played simultaneously; to shape each 
note in attack and decay using digítal operations; and to 
read out stored multiple wave shapes to implement har 
monie and mutation stops. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Field of the invention 

The present invention relates to an electronic musical 
tone generation system in which tones are manually se 
lected. More speci?cally the invention relates to an elec 
tronic organ whereín a digital representation of an organ 
pipe or other musical wave shape is stored in a memory 
and aecessed repetitiously at a selectable rate to produce 
a selected musical note. 

Description of the prior art 

With the even increasing market for electronic organs, 
there is a similar increase in the demand for realism in 
the sound produced by these instruments. Electronic sim 
ulation of the complex musical waveforms characteristic 
of air driven organ pipes represents a di?icult technical 
problem. The problem often is made more di?icu-lt by 
the requirement that the electronic organ also be capable 
of simulating the sounds of many other instruments such 
as pianos, ?utes, horns, strings, bells, etc. In the past, 
various techniques have been used to accomplish such 
synthesis, with varying degrees of success. 
Most common of the prior art approaches toward elec 

trical simulation of an air driven organ pipe sound in 
volves the utilization of a plurality of oscillators. The os 
cillators produce substantially sinusoidal tones at the 
fundamental frequency of the note beíng keyed and at the 
various harmonics contained in the corresponding organ 
pipe note. The outputs of the oscillators are mixed, with 
appropriate amplitude weighting, to produce a complex 
waveform representative of the air driven pipe. This mul 
tiple oscillator approach has met with varying success, 
depending on the degree of sophistication used in ?ltering 
and shaping the outputs of the indívidual oscillators and 
in the number of oscillators used to produce the complex 
sound. 
The oscillator technique clearly has many limitations. 

Fírst, there is the large number of oscillators required. 
In better qnality prior art electronic organs, 300‘ to 400 
oscillators may be used in a single instrument. Second, 
the oscillators’ outputs basically are sine waves, henee 
considerable shaping and balancing circuitry is required 
to mix the outputs appropriately to simulate an organ 
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pipe sound. Moreover, slight drift in one or more of 
the oscillators may cause a considerable reductiorì in 
realism of the complex wave form prepared. Third, it is 
di?ìcult to produce an identical complex waveform for 
each note of the scale. For example, the oscillators used 
to produce the waveform for a partieular stop for the 
key of C1 (i.e., the note C is the ?rst octave) may, when 
combined, produce a different wave shape than wil] the 
oscillators used to produce the note of B1 with the same 
stop. This problem is complieated by the requirement that 
the same note in different octaves also have the same 
wave shape. 
Another complication is that most air driven pipeor 

gans have more than one rank of pipes (e.g., ?ute, bour 
don, diapason, etc.). In electronic organs, it is desirable 
to simulate several of these ranks of pipes. When multiple 
oscillators are employed, this requires that the shaping 
and weighting circuits for combíning the oscillator out‘ 
puts be di?îerent for each of the various ranks of pipes 
simulated. 
A di?îerent problem complicating the use of oscillators 

to produce a simulated organ sound is the requirement 
that when the harmonie stops are selected (for example, 
4’, 2’ or 1’ ?ute or diapasons), when a particular key 
is struck, the note which must be sounded is a harmonie 
of the key depressed. For exarnple, if key C2 is pressed 
with a 4’ stop, the note which actually must be sounded 
is (2XC2) =C4. When oscillators are used to produce 
the organ tones, eonsiderable additional circuitry is re 
quired to insure that the proper note is sounded when 
the harmonie stops are selected. The problem is even 
more di?ìcult with the mutation stops (e.g.‚ 22/3’ ?ute or 
1%’ diapason), where the note sounded is not harmon 
ically related to the key which is depressed. 
Another prior art approach to sirnulation of air driven 

organ pipe sounds involves the actual recording of such 
sounds, either on magnetie tape or (more comrnonly) on 
a movie ?lm sound track. The electronic organ then uti 
lizes some type of read-back device, either a photosensor 
or magnetic pickup, to reproduce the reeorded notes as 
the manuals or pedals are keyed. Whíle these techniques 
enable accurate reproductíon of organ tones, they require 
recording of the organ sound for each note. Furthermore, 
they have the inherent limitation of being electromechan 
ical, and of not permitting completely eleetronie opera 
tion. 
Among the other techniques used to generate sounds in 

prior art electronic organs was a toothed wheel chopper. 
The wheel rotated at selectable rates and produced a note 
by mechanically chopping a light beam sensed by a photo 
cell. The shape of the teeth determined the shape of the 
generated waveform. Again, this technique has the in 
herent problem of beíng mechanical, and has the addi 
tional problem that the generated wave shape is not ae 
curately representatíve of a tone produced by an organ 
p1pe. 
Once an organ note has been synthesized, it is neces 

sary to shape appropriately the rise time (attack) and 
fall time (decay) of each note, therelay simulating the 
inherent mechanical lag in inítiating and ending the sound 
produced by an air driven organ pipe. In prior art elec 
trom'c organs, such attack and decay characteristics usual 
ly are produced by charging and discharging a capacitor 
to provide a logaríthmically increasing or decreasing ref 
erence voltage level. The amplitude of the generated note 
then was normallized against this reference voltage to 
produce a sound having appropriate attack and decay 
characteristics. Clearly, this technique limited the selec 
tíon of dílïering attack and decay characteristics (both in 
time and rate), and íf unusual attack characteristics were 
required, for example, to simulate cymbals or bells, con 
siderable additional shaping circuitry was required. 
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Further, note that each of these prior art electronic 

organs was analog in operation, and hence not easily 
adapted tov utilization of the considerable digital micro 
electronic technology which has been developed in recent 
years. 
The present invention overcomes these and other limita 

tíons of the prior art, and provides an electronic musical 
synthesizer or organ which is digital in its operation. In 
a preferred embodiment, the inventive organ stores in 
digital form a wave shape which is representative of each 
rank of organ pipes to be símulated. This stored digital 
representation is used to generate musical notes (as select 
ed —by the manual and pedal keys) having essentially identi‘ 
cal waveform characteristics regardless of what note (in 
any octave) is beíng played. Moreover, only a single fre 
quency standard may be utilized, and this frequency 
standard does not determine the wave shape of the pro 
duced note. 
The inventive digital electronic organ permits símpli?ed 

ímplementation of both harmonie and mutation stops, 
and permits controlled selection of the attack and decay 
characteristics of the produced musical notes. vMoreover, 
any number of waveforms, representative of di?erent 
ranks of pipes, can be employed without requiring addi 
tional oscillators or frequency standards. The device is 
substantially electronic in its operation and, beíng digital, 
easily lends itself to implementation by batch fabricated 
microelectronic techniques. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with the present invention, there is dis 
closed a digital electronic musical synthesizer or organ 
capable of reproducing accurately all of the functíons and 
tonal qualities of an air driven pipe organ or other musi 
cal instrument. The invention utilízes a wave shape mem 
ory in which is stored ‚a digital representation of a wave 
form representative of the wave shape produced by an 
organ pipe of given rank or the wave shape of any other 
sound desired to —be reproduced, musical or otherwise. 
The digital representation is stored as a plurality of binary 
words, each word representing the amplitude (or ampli 
tudè increment) at respective ones of a plurality of wave 
shape sample points. 
To produce a musical note, a selected manual or pedal 

key is depressed. This closes a switch which gates out from 
a frequency synthesizer a clock signal having a_frequency 
N)‘, where 1‘ is the frequency of the selected note, and 
where N corresponds to the number of sample points in 
the stored digital wave shape representation. This clock 
signal is used as the time base for repetítiously readíng out 
from the memory the digital words representing the wave 
shape. Since one period of the representative wave shape 
is represented —by N words, and the read-out is at the rate 
N)‘, the audio signal produced when the digital words 
are converted to analog form will have the desired fre 
quency 1‘. The same wave shape thus may —be read from 
the digital memory regardless of what note is struck, and 
each note produced will have the same ‘wave shape (al 
though, of course, at diiferent frequencies). 

If two or more notes are struck at the same time, the 
wave shape in digital form is constructed from the mem 
ory at rates corresponding to the notes selected. It is not 
necessary that such wave shape be read out of the memory 
at such rate, although in this embodiment such is done. 
The digital values at each wave shape sample point for all 
the selected notes are summed in an appropriate sum 
ming circuit prior to conversion to an audio tone by a 
digital to analog converter. It is recognized that individual 
channelsmay be provided to sum selected voices or groups 
of voices for conversion to audio tones. 

Attack and decay control circuitry is provided in as 
sociation with each note produced by readíng out the wave 
shape memory. The decay circuitry functions by shiftinè 
the digital words to the right ‘by a programmed number 
of positions. This accomplishes division of the wave shape 
amplitude increments, and when appropriately pro 
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4 
grammed, facílitates logarithmic decay. Attack is provided 
by a similar program in which the shifted words are sub 
tracted from the same word unshifted to get an exponenti 
ally increasing amplitude at the start of a note. Such at 
tack and decay control, combined with the capability to 
reproduce the wave shape of any sound, permits the in 
ventive musical tone generation system to synthesize a 
wide variety of special musical or tonal e?ects. 
Although many notes can be constructed from a single 

period (or even a half period) of the wave shape, by 
storing more than one period of a wave shape and access 
ing at the rate at which a single period normally is read 
out, harmonie or mutation stops may be facilitated. Thus, 
4’, 2’, 1’, 1%’, and 22/3’ stops may be produced simply by 
storing in the memory the appropriate number of periods 
of the wave shape representation. In addition, by storing 
several representative wave shapes in the memory (and 
selecting use of stop tabs, which is read out), various ranks 
of organ pipes can be synthesized. 

Thus, it is ‘an object of the present invention to provide 
an electronic musical instrument capable of providíng a 
variety of musical notes and sounds. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a digital 
electronic organ. ‘ 

Another object of the present invention is to provide a 
musical instrument in which a digital representation of a 
wave shape is stored and repetítiously reconstructed to 
produce a musical note. 
Yet another object of the present invention is to pro‘ 

vide an electronic organ in which a characteristic organ 
wave shape is stored in digital form in a memory and 
read out repetítiously at a clock rate controlled by manual 
or pedal keys. 

Yet another object of the present invention is to provide 
an electronic musical tone generation system in which 
tones are manually selected and wherein a plurality of 
tones may ‘be produced by readíng out repetítiously, but 
at different rates, the same wave form stored in a digital 
form in a memory. 

A further object of this invention is to provide an elec 
tronic organ in which selection of a particular rank of 
pipes to be sirnulated is accomplished by selecting which 
digital representation of a waveform is to be read from 
a memory. 

A further object of the present invention is to provide 
a technique for simulating harmonie or mutation stops of 
an organ. 

A further object of the present invention is to provide 
an electronic organ wherein the attack and decay char 
acteristic“s of the tones being generated are controlled by 
programmed arithmetic operations on a repetitious digital 
representatíon of a wave shape. 
These and other objects and features of the invention 

will become apparent in conjunction with the following 
descriptíon and drawings which are included for illustra 
tive purposes only. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a símpli?ed block diagram of the inventive 
digital electronic organ. 
FIG. 2a shows a typical organ wave shape, a digital 

representation of which may be stored in the wave shape 
memory included in the electronic organ shown in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 2b is a graph of the amplitude increments of the 

typical wave shape shown in FIG. 2a, as measured at the 
indicated sample points. 

‘FIG. 2c shows a possible digital representation of the 
amplitude of the wave shape of FIG. 2a ‘as measured at 
the sample points of FIG. 2b. 

FIG. 2d shows a typical digital representation of the 
amplitude increment of FIG. 2b; such a digital representa 
tion may be utilized in the wave shape memory of the 
electronic organ of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a frequency synthesizer 
which, as shown in FIG. 1, may be utilized in the present 
invention. The frequency synthesizer produces output 
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clock signals at frequencies which are a given multiple 
of the frequency of the note selected on the organ manual 
‘or pedal keys. 

FIG. 4 is a simpli?ed block diagram of one embodi 
ment of the wave shape memory and recycling read con 
trol circuits included in FIG. 1. In the embodiment of 
FIG. 4, a ?xed diode array is ntilized as the wave shape 
memory. 

FIG. 5 graphically represents the digìtal outputs which 
may be obtained from the wave shape memory of FIG. 
4 when two notes are keyed símultaneously; in particular: 
FIG. 5a1 shows the digital representation read at a rate 

corresponding to the ?rst of the two notes selected. 
FIG. 5b shows the digital representation read at a rate 

corresponding to the second of the two notes selected. 
FIG. 5e is the summation of the digital representations 

shown in FIGS. 5a and 5b. 
FIG. 5d is the analog wave shape resultant when the 

summed digital values of FIG. 5c are converted to ana 
log form by the digital to analog converter included in 
FIG. 1. 

FIG. 6 is a curve of the typical attack, sustain and 
decay characteristics of a single note played on an organ. 

FIG. 7 illustrates the decay which may be achieved by a 
programmed shift operation on the digital wave shape 
representations read from the wave shape memory of 
FIG. 4. 
FIG. 8 is a simpli?ed block diagram of a circuit for 

insuring that a note, produced when a key is depressed, 
will be continued for a suf?cient time after the release 
of the key to permit decay shaping. 

FIG. 9 is a simpli?ed block diagram of a possible im 
plementation for the attack and decay control circuitry 
of the inventive electronic digital organ of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 10 is a typical waveform showíng the logarithmic 
attack which may be implemented by programmed shift 
ing and subtraction of the digital words read from the 
waveform memory of FIG. 4. 
FIG. 11 is a graph showíng another attack wave shape 

which may be produced by appropriately programming 
the attack and decay control circuitry of the present in 
vention. 

FIG. 12 is a schematíc representation of a memory 
storage allocation scheme useful for simulating harmonie 
and mutation stops in accordance with the present in 
vention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

A simpli?ed block diagram of the inventive digital 
electronic organ is illustrated in FIG. 1. As indicated 
therein, a switch associated with each organ manual or 
pedal key is associated with an input lead to frequency 
synthesizer 10. Thus, e.g.‚ when the manual key for C 
in the ?rst octave (C1) is depressed, a keyboard Switch is 
closed, and an input to frequency synthesizer 10 appears 
on line 11. Similarly, depression of the key associated 
with the note B in the ?rst octave (B1) provides an input 
on line 12, while depression of the key associated with 
the note C in the eighth octave (C8) provides an input 
along line 13. 
As will be described more fully hereinbelow in con 

junction with FIG. 3, frequency synthesizer 10 provides a 
discrete clock frequency output signal for each input from 
a selected keyboard switch. For example, if keyboard 
switch C1 is selected, frequency synthesizer 10 .will provide 
an output along line 14 having a clock frequency NC1 
where N is an integer and ‘C1 represents the frequency of 
the musical note C in the ?rst octave. (The specí?c value 
of N will be de?ned hereinbelow.) Similarly, if keyboard 
switch (B1) is depressed, frequency synthesizer 10 will 
provide an output along line 15 having frequency NB1 
(where N is the same integer as above, and B1 represents 
the frequency of the musical note B in the ‘?rst octave). 
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In the same way, depression of keyboard switch (C8) will 
provide an output from frequency synthesizer 10 along 
line 16 at clock frequency NC8‚ where N is the same 
integer and C8 represents the frequency of the key of C 
in the eighth oetave. If more than one keyboard switch 
is depressed simultaneously‚ frequency synthesizer 10 
will provide a like plurality of outputs. Thus, íf keyboard 
switches (C1) and (B1) both are depressed at the same 
time, frequency synthesizer 10 will provide outputs simul 
taneously on both of lines 14 and 15. 

Referring still to FIG. 1, it will be noted that the out 
puts from frequency synthesizer 10 are fed, by way of 
read control assigner 20, to recycling read control’cir 
cuits 22a, 22b . . . 2211. The number of recycle read 
control circuits 22 contained in a partieular organ 
is a matter of design choice, however, in the em 
bodiment shown one such recycling read control 22 
is used for each note played simultaneously. Typically, 
a particular system may have 10 recycling read con 
trol circuits 22 Since it is unlikely that more than ten 
manual or pedal keys will be depressed símultaneously. 
Read control assigner 20 serves the functions of re 

organizing the presence of a clock signal on one of the 
output lines (e.g.‚ lines 14, 15 01‘ 16) from frequency 
synthesizer 10 and of connecting that output line to a 
recycle read control circuit 22 which is not then in use. 
The manner in which the read control assigner 20 ac 
complishes this function analogus to the selection of an 
unused input or output device by an on-line computer, and 
applicable logic circuitry is well known to those skilled 
in the computer art. 
Wave shape memory 24 contains a digital representa 

tion of one or more wave shapes typical of those which 
would be obtained trom various ranks of air driven organ 
pipes. As described hereinbelow in conjunction with FIG. 
4, each wave shape is stored in on appropriate digital form 
for subsequent processing. For example, a wave shape 
may be stored as 48 eight-bit words, each eight-bit word 
representing the amplitude of the wave shape at a discrete 
sample time. 
When a particular keyboard switch is depressed, the 

clock frequency produced by frequency synthesizer 10 
serves as the time base for the assigned recycling read 
control 22. Read control 22 in turn repetitiously readsv 
out the stored dígital representation of the wave shape, 
one word at a time, at a rate corresponding to the clock 
signal received from frequency synthesizer 10. By select 
ing the integer N to equal the number of words in the. 
digital representation stored in wave shape memory 24, ._ 
the entire wave shape will be read out repetitiously at 
exactly the frequency of the keyed musical note. Thus the 
output of wave shape memory 24 comprises one or more 
musical notes, in digital form, each note having a wave 
shape corresponding to the wave shape stored in memory 
24, and a frequency corresponding to that of the selected 
notes. 
The foregonig partial description of FIG. 1 will be un 

derstood more clearly by way of example. If the stored 
wave shape is represented by 48 words, then N =48. Sup 
pose the manual key (C1) is depressed, frequency syn 
thesizer 10 will receive an input on line 11 and will 
provide an output clock signal at frequency 48 
C1’: (48><32.70) Hz. Read control assigner 20 will as 
sign this signal to recycling read control 22n (which as 
signer 20 determines it is not in use). Read control 22n 
then will read out repetitiously the 48 word digìtal repre 
sentation in wave shape memory 24, one word at a time at 
the rate of (48x32.70) words per second, corresponding 
to the clock signal from synthesizer 10. Since 48 words 
comprise a complete period of the stored waveform, the 
waveform period will ‘be repeated at a rate of 32.70 Hz., 
exactly the frequency of the selected note C1. 

Referríng still to FIG. 1, note that if several diíîerent 
wave shapes are stored in rwave shape memory 24, the one 
read out may be selected by means of stop tabs 25. Each 



such stored waveform e.g., may be characteristic of a 
different rank of organ pipes. 

Attack and decay control circuitry 26 (see FIG. 1) 
operates on the digital signal from wave shape memory 
24 in such a way as to shape the rise time and fall time 
of each note being generated. Finally, summing means 
28 combines the plurality of notes which may be struck 
on the keyboard simultaneously. Summing means 28 thus 
produces a single digital output representing the sum of 
the wave forms associated with each note in a chord. 
Digital‘ to analog converter 30 couverts the digital signal 
from summary means 28 to a single, analog, audio out 
put signal, which signal may be amplí?ed and used to 
drive a speaker (not shown in the ?gures). 

Operation of the present ínvention may be understood 
more clearly in conjunction with FIG. 2a, which shows 
a typical complex wave shape 32 such as that which may 
be produced by an air driven organ pipe. As shown in 
FIG. 2a, typical wave shape 32 is sampled in amplitude 
at a plurality of sample points, equally spaced in time. 
The number of sample points used is not critical, how 
ever it has been found that 48 sample points per period 
(as shown in the illustration of FIG. 2a) is su?ìcient 
for excellent reproduction of a wave shape. 
As shown in FIG. 2c, the amplitude of wave shape 32 

at each of the 48 sample points may be represented by 
an eight bit binary =word. Each eight ‘bit word provides 
128 amplitude levels as well as an algebraic sign bit. 
Use of such eight bit words to represent the amplitude 
of wave shape 32 permits the amplitude to be recorded 
digítally to an accuracy of better than one percent. More 
over the -use of 48 sample points, together with use of an 
eight bit word to represent the wave shape amplitude at 
each of the 48 sample points theoretically permits replica 
tion of a wave shape contaíning ‘a fundamental frequency 5 
and 23 harmonie overtones. This number of harmonics 
is adequate for excellent reproduction of any pipe organ 
voice, as well as for most other sustained musical instru 
ments. . 

While wave shape 32 (see FIG. 2a) may be repre 
sented accurately in terms of amplitude at each sample 
point (as in the digital representation of FIG. 2e) it also 
is possible to represent the same wave shape in terms of 
amplitude increments. Such amplitude increment repre 
sentation requires fewer bits, hence reducing the wave 
shape memory 24 storage capacíty requirements. In FIG. 
2b, the amplitude increments (i.e.‚ diiîerences) between 
successive sample points for wave shape 32 are shown at 
33. Note that the spike 33a represents the diiference be 
tween the amplitude of wave shape 32 at sample points 
1 and 2. Sìmilarly, the spike 33b represents the diíïerence 
between the amplitude of wave shape 32 at sample times 
2 and 3. FIG. 2d shows a possible binary representation 
of the amplitude increments of FIG. 2b. Wave shape 
memory 24 (sec FIG. 1) contains the digital representa 
tion of wave shape 32, either in the amplitude form of 
FIG. 2c or, preferably, in the amplitude increment form 
of FIG. 2d. One such digital representation of a particu 
lar wave shape is used for producing all of the notes of 
the scale for a desired organ voice, Wave shape memory 
24 however may contain the digital representations of 
several of different wave shapes, each being characteristic 
of a different rank of organ pipes. As noted earlier, stop 
tabs 25 are used to select which of the digital wave shape 
representations is read out, ie, te select which rank of 
organ pipes is to ‘be simulated with the inventive elec 
tronic organ. 
The actual shape of the wave to be stored digitally in 

wave shape memory 24 may ‘be determined by recording 
an actual air driven pipe organ sound and electronically 
measuring the wave shape amplitude at the sample points. 

Since the stored digital representation of a single wave 
shape 32 is used for production of each note in the elec 
tronic organ scale, the frequency of the original recorded 
tone is of no consequence. Hence, in selecting the refer 
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8 
ence wave shape it is possible to examíne a rank of organ 
pipes and select the one which has the best representative 
sound for that rank, irrespective of its particular note. 
The reference wave shape then is standardized to a nor 
malized frequency by the 48 samples per period condi‘ 
tion. 

Referring now to FIG. 3 there is shown preferred 
embodiment of frequency synthesizer 10 (see FIG. 1). 
As evident in FIG. 3, oscillator 35 produces an output 
signal f1 equal to N times the frequency of the highest 
note (here C8) to be produced by the organ. As noted 
earlier, N equals the number of sample points in wave 
shape 32. Thus in the suggested implementation íllustrated 
in FIG. 2, where wave shape 32 is represented at 48 Sam‘ 
ple points, N=48. Since the frequency of C8 is 4186.01 
Hz.‚ the output frequency of oscillator 35 is J‘1=NC8 
=48><4186.01 Hz.=200928.48 Hz. Note that oscillator 
35 may ‘be a crystal oscillator, or may utilize some form 
of frequency standardization other than a piezoelectric 
crystal. 

Referring stíll to FIG. 3, note that the output from 
oscillator 35 is supplied to divider 36a, the ?rst of a series 
of scale of two dividers 36a, 36b . . . 36g, each of which 
divides by two the output from the preceding divider. 
Thus the output of scale of two divider 36a is at fre 
quency NC8/2=NC7. Similarly, the output from divider 
36b is at frequency NC7/2=NCG, While the output from 
scale of two divider 36g is NC2/ 2=C1. (Of course, N rep‘ 
resents the integer corresponding to the number of sample 
points of stored wave shape 32.) 
Each of the outputs from oscillator 35 and from di 

viders 36a, 36b . . . 36g provídes an input to respective 
ones of gates 37a, 3712 . . . 37h (see FIG. 3). A second 
input to each of gates 37 is provided by the keyboard 
switch from the corresponding organ manna] or pedal 
key. Thus, for example, gate 37a receives a gating input 
(C8) from the keyboard switch associated with the C8 key 
on the organ manual. Similarly, gate 37h receives an input 
from scale of two divider 36g at a frequency NC8 and ‘a 
gating input (C1) from the keyboard switch associated 
with the manna] key C1. Clearly, the output from typical 
gate 37a is a clock signal at frequency NC8, gated on and 
oiî -by depression of key C8. Note that the output of gate 
37a, corresponds to line 16 in FIG. 1, While the output of 
gate 37h corresponds t0 line 14 of frequency synthesizer 
10 (see FIG. 1). 
The ratio of any two contiguous frequencíes in an 

equally tempered musical scale is 21Á2. This is an irra 
tional number, implyíng that any scheme to synthesize the 
equally tempered musical scale at best can yield only an 
approximation of the true frequencies. Derivation ’by fre 
quency synthesizer 10 of the frequencies correspondíng to 
notes other than C is based on the observation that 21/í2 
=196/185. 'Ihe error in this approximation is about 
4><10“ì This error will accumulate systematically 
throughout the generation of one octave, but wil] stil] be 
about 5><10‘5 within an octave. This error is more than 
acceptable ‘and certainly is better than the average organ 
or piano tuner can accomplish. 

Referring again to FIG. 3, note that free-running multi 
vibrator 39 is designed to have a frequency of approxi 
mately NB‘7. If multivibrator 39 is running at exactly the 
desired frequency Í2=NB7‚ its output will be related to 
the output of oscillator 35 by the equality ;f1/f2=196/185. 
T0 ensure that multivibrator 39 is running at exactly the 
desired frequency NB7, the followíng scheme is used. First 
the output from oscillator 35 is fed to divider circuit 40 
which divides the output of oscillator 35 by 196. Simi 
larly, the output of multivibrator 39 at f2 is fed to circuit 
41 which divides ]‘2 by 185. 

Circuits 40 and 41 respectively provide two inputs at 
frequencies f1/ 196 and ;f2 185 to frequency comparator 
circuit 42. I‘f multivibrator 39 is running at exactly the 
correct frequency (ÍZ=NB7) to produce the key of B7, 
then the two inputs to frequency comparator circuit 42 
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(i.e., h/196 and f2/185) each will be at exactly the same 
frequency and no error signal will be present ‘at the out 
put of frequency comparator circuit 42. However, should ’ 
multivibrator 39 be running at a slightly incorrect fre 
quency, ;f2/185 will not exactly equal f1/196, and fre 
quency comparator circuit 42 will produce an error signal. 
This error signal trom circuit 42 then is fed back to multi 
vibrator 39 appropriately to speed up or slow down the 
operating rate of multivibrator 39. This error signal thus 
insures that multivibrator 39 produces an output signal 
which is at exactly the desired frequency 

The output f2 from multivibrator 39 then serves as the fre 
quency standard for the key of B for each octave of the 
inventive digital electronic organ. 
The output of multivibrator 39 at frequency NB7 is 

fed to a second set of scale of two dividers 43a, 
43b . . . 43)‘ whích in a manner analogous to dividers 

36a, 36b . . . 36g, divide the output frequency ÍZ=NB7 
-from multivibrator 39 successively by two. Dividers 43a, 
4312 . . . 43f provide outputs at frequencies N136, 
NB5 . . . NB1 whích respectiVely are supplied to gates 
44b . . . 44h. Gate 44a receives an input clock signal at 
NB’, directly from multivibrator 39. Each of gates 44a, 
44b . . . 4411 also receives a gating input from the key 
board switches, designated (B7), (B6) . . . (B1), re 
spectively. Thus, typically, if the_manual key of B6 is 
depressed, gate 44b will receive a gating input (B6) from 
the keyboard switch, which will gate the clock signal at 
NB8 trom scale of two divider 43a to provide an output 
at frequency NBG. 
The same divide and compare scheme is iterated 

through each of the twelve tones to obtain frequencies 
f3=NA,? . . . J‘1Z=NC?. For example, (referring still 
to FIG. 3), the output of multivibrator 45 at frequency 
Í3=NA? is divided by 185 in dividecircuit 46 to provide 
one input to frequency comparator circuit 47. The second 
input to frequency comparator circuit 47, at frequency 
‚fz/ 196, is provided by divide ‚circuit 48 whích received its 
input from multivibrator 39. The error signal trom fre 
quency comparator circuit 47 insures that multivibrator 45 
is producing an output at exactly the desired frequency 
Ï3=NA?’ 
The output of multivibrator 45 at f3 is divided by 196 

in divísion circuit 49 (see FIG. 3) and supplied as an in 
put to the frequency comparator circuit associated with 
the multivibrator (not shown) for frequency f4=NA7. 
The iteration is continued through multivibrator 50 whích 
supplies an output at J‘I2=NC?, whích output is divided 
by 185 in divísion circuit 51 and compared with f11/196 
in frequency comparator circuit 52. As before, circuit 52 
provides an error signal to insure multivibrator 50 is 
operating at the correct frequency. 
The circuitry for typical frequency comparator circuit 

42 and for typical multivibrator 39‘ are well known to 
these skilled in the art. For example, these circuits may be 
implemented in a manner analogous to the early and late 
gate range tracking circuits used in radar systems. 

Referring again to FIG. 3, the outputs at f3 and f12 from 
multivibrators 45 and 50, and similarly the outputs at f4, 
f5 . . ‚ f11 from multivibrators not shown in FIG. 3, each 
are divided by corresponding sets of scales of two dividers 
to provide clock signal outputs corresponding to notes 
NAËG, NAË5 . . . NCË2, NC#1. For example, thep_output 
f3 trom multivibrator 45 is fed through scale oft‘wo di 
viders 53a, 5312 . . . 531‘ to produce respectively clock 
signals at frequencies NAË6 through NAË1. The clock sig 
nals at NA,‚„ through NA,_.1 are sent to gates 54a, 54b 
. . . 54g, each of which receives a gating signal from 
respective ones of keyboard switches (Aä7), (A„_.6) . . . 
(A321). Thus, the output of gates 54a, 54b . . . 54g con 
tain the keyed clock signals at frequencies NAËq, NA#5 
. . . NAä1. Similarly, clock signals at frequencies NC#7‚ 
NC#6 . . . NCË1, keyed inputs (C57), (C‘ü6) . . . 
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10 
(C?1) from the keyboard switches, are provided by gating 
the outputs of multivibrator 50 and scale of two dividers 
55a, 55b ‚ . . 551‘ in gates 56a, 56b . . . 56g. 

Production of musical tones using the inventive digital 
electronic organ further may be understood in conjunc 
tion with FIG. 4 whích shows a preferred_embodiment 
of wave shape memory 24 and recycling read control 
units 22a, 22b . . . 22n (see FIG. 1). Note in FIG. 4 
that ?xed diode array 60 is used to store dígital represen 
tation of the amplitude increments of an organ wave 
shape (see e.g.‚ wave shape 32 and its digital representa 
tion in FIGS. 2a and 2c respectively). Diode array 60 
may .be of the type described in the U.S. Pat. No. 
3,377,513 to Ashby et al., assigned to North American 
Rockwell Corporation, owner of the present application. 
Diode array 60 comprises a microelectronic integrated 
circuit wherein a large number of diodes are arranged in 
a matrix of columns and rows on a single microelectronic 
chip. 

For storage of a wave shape sampled at 48 points, 
diode array 60 (see FIG. 4) may have 48 rows of diodes, 
each now containing a digital word representative of the 
wave shape amplitude or incremental amplitude at corre 
sponding ones of the sample points (e.g., see FIGS. 
2a-2c). The number of columns used in diode array 
corresponds to the number of bits in each word of the 
digital representation stored. Thus in FIG. 4, diode array 
60 comprises 48 rows, e.g. rows 61, 62, 63, 64, 65 and 66, 
in each of which is stored the digitalrwords representing 
the wave shape amplitude or amplitude increments at 
sample times 1, 2, 3, 4 , . . 47, 48. Note that for each 
stored wave shape, such as that corresponding to an 8’ 
diapason sound, six columns 67a, 67b . . . 67f are in 
cluded in diode array 60. This permits storage of 6 bit 
amplitude increment words. Of course, words of other 
length (e.g., 8 bit amplitude words) also could be used 
by providing the appropriate number of columns in 
array 60. 
A binary 0 is stored at a matrix intersection of diode 

array 60 (see FIG. 4) where there is no diode, while a 
binary 1 is stored at a row and column intersection at 
whích there is a diode. Thus, in the example illustrated in 
FIG. 4, the amplitude increment word co-rresponding to 
sample point 1 is represented at the matrix intersections 
of row 61 with columns 67a, 67b . . . 671‘. There are no 

diode at any of these intersections, hence, the digital 
word stored in column 61 is 000000. Note in row 62 that 
diodes 68 are located at the intersections with columns 
67b, 67c and 67e‚ Thus the digital word stored in this 
second sample point position is 011010. 
A single diode array 60 (see FIG. 4) may have r’nany 

columns which are divided into groups, each group of 
columns containing a digital representation of a different 
wave shape. Thus each group of memory storage loca 
tions may correspond to a different organ stop. In the ex 
ample illustrated in FIG. 4, diode array 60 ‘has 12 
columns, and is divided into two groups of six columns 
each. The six columns 67a, 67b ‚ . . 67f represent, in the 
example, a wave shape characteristic of an 8’ diapason 
voice, while the six columns 69a, 6912 . . . 69)c store the 
digital representation of a wave shape characteristic of 8’ 
?ute. 
When a particular organ manual or pedal key is de 

pressed, a clock frequency is produced by frequency syn 
thesizer 10 (see FIGS. 1 and 3) having a frequency Nf, 
where N is the number of wave shape sample points 
stored in memory 24 (e.g.‚ N=48 for diode array 60 of 
FIG. 4), and 7‘ is the characteristic frequency of the 
musical note selected. For example, if the key of C1 is 
depressed, frequency synthesizer 10 will produce an out 
put on line 13 at frequency NC1’=48 C1. Referring to FIG. 
1, read control assigner 20 will connect the clock signal 
at frequency 48 C1 to a presently unused one of recycling 
read control units 22a, 22b . . . 22n. 

In the embodiment shown in FIG. 4, each recycling 
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read control 22 comprises a ring counter 70a, 70b . . . 
70n. Each ring counter 70 is designed to advance its count 
by one for each input clock pulse, and When it reaches its 
maximum count, to start counting again from 1. More 
over, each counter 70 has a maximum count of N equal to 
the number of sample points in the stored wave shape. 
Thus, in the exarnple of FIG. 4, each ring counter 70 
counts to 48, and then resets and counts again from 1, for 
as long as an input clock signal is provided. 
By way of example, suppose that when key C1 is 

depressed, ring counter 70a (see FIG. 4) is available. 
Read control assigner 20 will direct the clock signal at 
frequency 48 C1 from line 13 of frequency synthesizer 
10 to the input of 48 ring counter 70a, This will cause 
1‘1ng counter 70a to produce successive outputs to rows 
61, 62 . . . 65, ‘66 at a rate identical to the clock fre 
quency 48 C1. When ring counter 70a produces an out 
put on a particular row (e.g., row 62) of diode matrix 
60, outputs simultaneously are obtained on al] columns 
67a, 67b . . . 67)‘ (as well as columns 69a, 69b . . . 
69)‘) which are connected by diodes 68 or 68’ to the se 
lected row. Thus columns 67a, 67b . . ‚ 67)‘ will con 
tain successively 6 bit parallel signals corresponding to 
the digital words stored in successive rows of diode array 
60. These output words will occur at a rate of 48 C1 
words per second, and since there are 48 words, and they 
are accessed repetitiously by ring counter 70a, the entire 
set of 48 words will appear repetitiously as outputs on 
columns 67a, 67b . . . 67f at the rate C1. 

As mentioned, accessing of diode array 60 (see FIG. 
4) by ring counter 70a will produce outputs on lines 
67a . ‚ . 67)‘, and also on lines 69a . . . 69f. Selection 

of which of. these sets of outputs is to be accepted by 
attack and decay control circuitry 26 (see FIG. 1) is 
determined by the setting of the stop tabs 25. Thus, if 
the 8’ diapason stop tab is selected, gate 71 (sec FIG. 
4) will be ON while gate 72, associated with the 8’ ?ute 
stop tab, will be OFF. Alternatively, of course, output 
from the 8’ ?ute columns 69a, 6911 . . ‚ 69)‘, of diode 
array 60 may be obtained by selecting the 8' ?ute stop 
tab, thereby gating signals through gate 72. 
With the 8’ diapason stop selected, the output of gate 

71 in time comprises repeated sets of 48 six bit words, 
each word representing the amplitude increment of the 
stored 8’ diapason wave shape at one of the 48 sample 
points. The set of 48 words continues repetitiously for 
as long as an input is provided (in the exarnple) to 48 
ring counter 70a. The rate at which the words appear 
at the output of gate 71 is 48 C1, i.e., one complete wave 
shape or period is read out at selected frequency C1. 
Alternatively expressed, a digital representation of a musi 
c‘al note at frequency C1 is present at the output of gate 
71. The digital representation, of course, corresponds to 
a wave shape having the characteristics stored in the 
diode aray (e.g., an 8’ diapason) reproduced at a rate 
corresponding to the note selected on the organ manual 
or pedal keyboard. Note that the outputs from gate 71 
are available at the inputs to each of gates 75a, 75b . . . 
75u, which gates serve the function of directing each 
data word to the particular attack and decay control 
circuit associated with the note being keyed. This is im 
portant When a chord is played on the organ, as for ex 
ample, When the keys C1 and B1 are struck simultaneously. 
When (C1) and (B1) inputs are obtained at the same 

time, frequency synthesizer 10 produces outputs at 48 
C1 and at 48 B1 (assuming N=48)‚ Read control assigner 
20 may direct clock signal 48 C1 to ring counter 70a 
(see FIG. 4) while clock sìgnal 48 B1 may be directed 
to ring counter 701). In this instance, ring counter 70a 
and 7% both will be accessing diode memory 60‘. Ring 
counter 70a will be producing outputs on successive rows 
by the same clock signal (designated 48 fa) which also 
61, 62 . . . 66 at a faster rate than will ring counter 
70b. Bach time a data word is accessed by ring counter 
70a, gate 75a (see FIG. 4) simultaneously is activated 
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12 
is being fed to ring counter 70a. Thus, each word read 
by ring counter 70a will be gated via gate 75a to the 
attack and decay control circuitry associated with ring 
counter 70a. 

Similarly, each time ring counter 70b accesses a word 
from diode array 60, this word is gated through gate 
75b, which gate also receives the clock sigma] 48 f‘, 
being fed to ring counter 70‘b. Thus, the particular data 
words from wave shape memory 10‘ associated with each 
note simultaneously being played appear at the outputs 
of separate gates. In the example, the output of gate 75a 
contains only words associated with C1 while the output 
of gate 75b contains only words associated with B1. 

Note that the outputs of gates 75a, 75b . . . 75n may 
be ‘fed directly to summing means 28 (see FIG. 1) there’ 
by omitting the shaping accomplished in attack and decay 
control circuitry 26. Under these conditions, the opera 
tion of summing means 28 may be understood in con 
junction with FIGS. 5a, 5b‘ and 50. 

In the example discussed hereinabove, the two keys 
C1 and B1 were struck simultaneously thereby producing 
outputs from gates 75a and 7511, each of which may be 
fed directly to summing means 28. In this case, a por 
tion of signals entering summing means 28 are illustrated 
in FIGS. 5a and 5b. Note in FIG. 5a that the typical 
output from gate 75a comprises a set of digital words 
(which are shown for simplicity as 4 bit words, but 
which of course may be 6-bit, 7-bit, etc.) corresponding 
to the words stored in consecutive rows of diode array 
60. The words are read out at the clock rate 48 C1, the 
rate at which ring counter 70a is accessing diode array 
60. The output of gate 75b (see FIG. 5b) contains a like 
set of words read out from diode array 60 by ring counter 
70b at the clock rate 48 B1. 
Summing means 28 operates in the following manner. 

Initially, it is set to zero. Then, each successive input 
received frorn any of gates 75a, 75b . . . 75n (either 
directly, or via attack and decay circuitry 26) is added 
to the preceding total and held till the next input arrives. 
Thus, in the example of FIG. 5c, the ?rst non-zero in 
crement to arrive at summing means 28 is binary 1001 
from gate 75b; this is added to zero and the sum (1001) 
stored. 
When the next amplitude increment word (in the ex 

ample of FIG. 5a binary 1100 from gate 75a) arrives at 
summing means 28, this increment is added to the sum 
(1001) presently stored therein to yield a new sum of 
1101. The next increment (1001 from gate 75a) in turn 
is added to the sum (1101) stored in summing means 
28 to derive the new sum 1110. This operation continues 
progressively. 
The sum stored in digital form in summing means 28 

is converted to an analog waveform by digital to analog 
converter 30 (see FIG. 1). In the example of FIG. 5, 
the analog output from digital to analog converter 30 
would have the appearance illustrated in FIG. 5d, and 
corresponding to the digital sum of FIG. 5c. The analog 
wave shape produced by converter 30‘ will correspond 
to the sum of the wave shapes being read out of diode 
array ‘60 as one or more keys are struck. Of course, 
if only one key is depressed, summing means 28 will 
receive only one input, and the output of digital to analog 
converter 30 will correspond to the single selected note. 

Storage of amplitude increments in diode array 60 
facilitates simpli?ed summation and analog conversion 
in summing means 28 and converter 30 respectively. Of 
course, an amplitude representation also could be ern 
ployed. Moreover, while the example of FIG. 5 shows 
only 4 bits being used to de?ne the wave shape am 
plitude increments, use of other numbers of bits is en— 
visioned within the scope of the present invention. 
The typical output_from digital to analog converter 

30 shown in FIG. 5d is a step function. However, the 
sample points for each note produced are closed spaced 
in time, hence, the analog signal produced sounds to a 
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listener as a normal audio signal, with remarkable re 
semblance to an air driven pipe organ. Since the analog 
signal is a step function, output of digital to analog 
converter 30 will contain high frequency components 
associated with the abrupt steps. These high frequency 
components may be ?ltered out by use of a low pass 
?lter typically having a cutot‘r‘ frequency below 20,000 Hz. 

Alternatívely, there is no necessity to provide such low 
pass ?ltering. In fact, the high frequency components 
present in the step function produce a sound similar 
to the air sound or hiss produced ‘by an air driven organ 
pipe and conventionally simulated in an electronic organ 
by using a white noise generator. 
T0 simulate most accurately a true pipe organ sound, it 

is important that each note produced be‘ shaped to have 
a non-abrupt rise and fall time. Referring to FIG. 6, there 
is shown a generalized graph of the amplitude versus 
time characteristics of a single note played on a pipe 
organ. Typically, the note is divided into three sections, 
called respectively, attack, sustain, and decay. During the 
attack or initial portion of the note and amplitude of 
the note increases to its maximum value at time t1. Typi 
cally, t1 corresponds to a period of between 10 and 100 
milliseconds over a rank of 8’ organ pipes. The follow 
ing Table I indicates that if the attack lasts for about 
seven periods of. the fundamental frequency of the note, 
the proper range for t1 is obtained. 

TABLE I 

Frequency Period 7 periods 
(in Hz.) (in milliseconds) (in milliseconds) 

32. 70 30. 58 214. 06 
65. 41 15. 290 157. 03 

130. 81 7. 695 78. 51 
261. 63 3. 848 39. 26 
523. 25 1. 924 19. 63 

1046. 50 0. 962 9. 82 
2093. 00 0. 481 4. 91 
4186. 01 0. 241 2. 46 

Referring still to FIG. 6, when the maximum amplitude 
has been reached, the note is sustained at approximately 
constant amplitude for as long as the key is depressed. 
This period, between times t1 and t2, is designated “sus 
tain.” Finally, when the key is released, the note being 
sounded does not stop abruptly, but decays logarithmíc 
ally, dying out at time 2‘3. The “decay” period also cor— 
responds approximately to seven periods of the funda 
mental frequency. ‘ 

The amplitude shape of FIG. 6 is related to each indi 
vidual note played. When two or more organ keys are 

‘ struck simultaneously, each note generated independently 
preferably should resemble in amplitude the characteris 
tics of FIG. 6-. It is for this reason that independent 
attack and decay control circuits are desirable for each 
of gates 75a, 75b . . . 75n (see FIG. 4), the outputs 
of which each correspond to a single selected note. The 
manner in which attack and decay amplitude effects may 
be implemented digitally is described below. 

Referring to FIG. 7, it is seen that logarithmic decay 
curve _.80 may be simulated as a stepî function over ‘a 
duration of seven periods '7' of the fundamental of the 
note being sounded. In FIG. 7, the amplitude during 
the ?rst period after t2 (see FIG. 6) is represented by 
A/ 2, where A is the amplitude during the sustain period. 
During the second period, the amplitude is A/4, during 
the third period, it is A/8, etc. Such a wave amplitude 
step function readily can be accomplished digitally sin’ce 
division of a binary number is accomplished by shifting 
the number to the right. A shift of one position corre 
sponds to division by 2, a shift of two positions ac 
complishes division by 4, three positions divides ‘by 8, 
etc. 
T0 implement the logarithmic decay represented in 

FIG. 7 ?rst requires that the clock signal generated by 
frequency synthesizer 10 extend in duration beyond the 
release of the associated keyboard switch. Referring to 
FIG. 8 there is shown one possible implem’entation of 
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14 
a circuit to provide this function. As shown in FIG. 8, 
typical gate 37h’ corresponds to gate 3711 (in FIG. 3) 
and receives a clock signal at frequency NC1 from divider 
36g. Gate 37h’ also receives an input from keyboard 
switch (C1) via OR gate 82. Thus, as in the embodi 
ment of FIG. 3, gate 37h’ is gated ON during the time 
key (C1) is depressed. 
The signal (C1) also is di?erentiated by capacitor 83 

and resistor 84 (sec FIG. 8) to provide a positive going 
transient when (C1) begins, and a negative going transient 
when (C1) ends. Diode 85 bypasses the positive going 
transient to ground, so that the input 87 to one shot 
multivibrator 86 is a negative going pulse 87' which 
occurs when the key (C1) is released. 
One shot multivibrator 86 preferably is selected to 

have an ON time which is equal to or greater than 
7 periods of the note (in this case C1) being played. 
Thus, the output of one shot 86 is a square wave, desig 
nated (END) and shown in the graph of FIG. 8. Note 
that this (END) signal also provides an input to OR gate 
82, thereby maintaining gate 37h" ON following the re 
lease of key (C1) for a time greater than or equal to 
seven periods at the frequency of note C1. Thus the cir 
cuit shown in FIG. 8 (or other equivalent circuit) ensures 
that an output at the synthesized frequency NC1 is pro 
vided for a duration equal to the time (C1) is depressed, 
plus en additional period suí’?ciently long to enable attack 
and decay control circuitry 26 (see FIG. 1) to provide 
a shaped decay rather than an abrupt termination to the 
note. 

Implementation of the decay waveform shown in FIG. 
7 is facilitated by the attack/decay circuit shown in FIG. 
9. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, circuit 
such as that shown in FIG. 9 is associated with the out 
put of each gate 75a, 75b . . . 75n (see FIG. 4). Re 
ferring to FIG. 9, digital words read from diode array 60 
(sec FIG. 4), in 6 bit parallel form, are fed from typical 
gates 75a to shift register 90. (In FIG. 9, use of’the 
numeral 6 in a circle indicates that data is in 6-bit paral 
lel form.) 

Shift register 90 (see FIG. 9) is controlled by shift 
control 91 which, in a manner well known to those 
skilled in the art, controls the number of positions to ‘the 
right shift register 90 will shift each incoming word from 
gate 75a. In the particular embodiment shown in FIG. 
9, shift control 91 directs shift register 90 to shift each 
incoming word from gate 75a to the right, the number 
of places shifted correspondíng to the output of counter 
92. Thus if counter 92 is producing a count of one, 
shift control 91 will cause shift register 90 to shift each 
word received from gate 75a one position to the right. 
Each shifted word then is fed out, in parallel, from shift 
register 90 to gate 93. 
T0 accomplish the decay function, counter 92 is caused 

to begin counting when the (END) pulse, associated 
with the note being played and generated in a circuit 
such as that of FIG. 8, appears as an input to start count 
circuit 95. Start count circuit 95, when tríggered by (END) 
sets counter 92 to one, and initiates counting by counter 
92. Counter 92 then advances each time an fa pulse is 
received. Referring to FIG. 4, it will ‘be seen that the 
fu pulse is derived from position 48 on ring counter 70a. 
Thus, counter 92 will advance once for each complete 
wave shape (comprising 48 data words) read from diode 
array 60 via gate 75a. Recalling that these 48 words 
comprise one complete period of the musical note being 
generated, it is evident that counter 92 advances by a 
count of one for each complete period of the note. 
As an example, if the key (C1) is struck (and read 

control assigner 20 has assigned the output of gate 37h’ 
(see FIG. 8), at frequency NC1‚ to ring counter 70a), 
when key (C1) is released, the (END) pulse will occur. 
This (END) pulse will energize start count circuit 95 
(see FIG. 9) and hence begin counting by counter 92. 
For the ?rst period of the note C after (END), i‚e., for 
the ?rst 48 words thereafter read from diode array 60, 
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a shift of one position to the right will occur in shift 
register 90, as counter 92 will be set at íts one position. 
As shifting of a digital word one position to the right 
corresponds with divísion by two, each of these ?rst 48 
words will represent an amplitude increment having one 
half the value represented by the unshifted digital word. 
Thus, the effective amplitude of the resultant analog note 
produced will have an amplitude, between time t2 and 
t2+’r of A/2, where A is the sustain amplitude of the 
note (see FIG. 7). At time l2+‘r ring counter 70a will 
reach íts 48th posítion, fa will appear, and counter 92 
will advance to count two. Shift control 91 then will cause 
shift register 90 to shift each incoming word from gate 
75a two positions to the right. This right shift of two 
positions corresponds to a division by 4. Hence, for the 
succeeding 48 words, i.e.‚ for the succeeding one period 
of the key of C1, the eifective amplitude produced will 
be A/4, as indicated again in FIG. 7. This procedure 
will be carried out during successive readouts of diode 
array 60 until at period 71- the shift will he 7 positions, 
a division by 128. Clearly the amplitude at this time will 
be essentially zero. Note at time 81- shíft control 91 will 
turn OFF, since the DEC pulse provided to shift control 
terminates at the end of the count of 7 (see the truth 
table of FIG. 9). The DEC signal is provided by logic 
circuitry (not shown) well known to those skilled in the 
art which is responsive to the clock signal at frequency 
Nfa, the true (END) signal, and a count of <7 from 
counter 92 after (END). 
During the decay period, gate 93 is gated ON by the 

DEC pulse. Thus data words from shift register 90 will 
appear at the output of OR gate 96 and will be available 
at the input to summing means 28. 

Note that counter 92 may be of any desired length, nor 
is it required that shift register 90 be programmed to shift 
by a constant number of positions for each period of the 
note being produced. Thus, if a faster decay is desired, 
shift control 91 and counter 92 could be adapted so that 
counter 92 advances by two, three or other value per 
each period. (This can be accornplished by keying counter 
92 with appropriate outputs from ring counter 70a.) 
Similarly, a slower decay can be obtained by advancing 
counter 92 each second, third, or fourth occurrence of fa. 
Of course, appropriate programmatic controls may be 
provided to allow the particular decay characteristics to 
be selected either by operator intervention or by a stored 
or selectable programming means. 

Referring to FIG. 10, there is shown a graph indicat 
ing how the attack portion of a note (see FIG. 6) also 
may be implemented digitally. In FIG. 10 it may be seen 
that an exponential increase in amplitude is simulated by 
a step function where in each step is of time ‘r equal to 
a period of the note being produced. The initial step is 
to amplitude 

A 
A’î 

the next step to amplitude 

A 
A“î 

the next step to 

A 
A‘ìî 

and so forth. This attack waveform can be implemented 
dígitally using a simple scheme of shifting and subtracting. 

Referring again to FIG. 9, recall that the attack wave 
shaping should start as soon as a key is depressed. In the 
example, when key (C1) is pressed down, the initial oc 
currence of NÍË=NC1 (that is, the initial occurrence of 
the output clock pulse from gate 37h’ (in FIG. 8) is 
sensed by appropriate logic (not shown) whích provides 
an attack gating pulse ATT. As shown by the truth table 
in FIG. 9, ATT occurs when Nfa (in this case 48 C1) is 
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truc, when counter 92 has counted <7 after Nf„‚ and 
when the (END) pulse is false. That is, the ATT pulse 
is initiated as soon as a key is depressed, 

Occurrence of the ATT pulse activates shift control 91 
whích, as before, causes shift register 90 to shift to the 
right each word received from gate 75a by a number of 
places equal to the counter of counter 92. Agaín, counter 
92 is advanced (in the embodiment shown) by the sig 
nal f„ derived from position 48 of ring counter 70a. The 
occurrence of N)‘,L causes circuit 95 to start counter 92 
at a count of zero. The ATT pulse also gates the shifted 
output from shift register 90 via gate 97 to subtract cir 
cuit 98. Subtract circuit 98 also receives each unshifted 
word dírectly from gate 75a. The output of subtract cir 
cuit 98 is a digital word representíng the difference be 
tween the unshifted word dírectly from gate 75a and the 
word from gate 75a shifted by shift register 90. This 
binary diiïerence value is gated through gate 99 (whích 
also receives an ATI‘ pulse) to OR gate 96. 
Note that as soon as a key is depressed, the ?rst 48 

words read from diode array 60 will not be shifted by 
shift register 90 since counter 92 inítially is set to zero 
by Nfa. Since the unshifted word, as gated through gate 
97, will be subtracted from the unshifted word received 
dírectly from gate 75a in subtract circuit 98, the output 
to gate 99 during the ?rst period of the note being pro 
duced will be zero. This is illustrated in FIG. 10 dur 
ing the period between zero and 1‘. At time ‘r, ring counter 
70a will have reached íts 48th position, generating an fa 
pulse whích advances counter 92 to íts one position. 
During the subsequent readout of 48 words from diode 
array 60, that is, during the second period of the note be 
ing generated, each word read into shift register 90 will 
be shifted to the right one position. Since shifting to the 
right one position is the equivalent of dividing by 2, sub 
tract circuit 90 (during the time 1- to 21' as shown in FIG. 
10) will receive dírectly from gate 75a an unshifted sig 
nal and from shift register 90a a signal having íts value 
divided by 2. Thus, the output at gate 99 will be a set of 
digìtal words representing amplitude increments whích 
have ‘half the value of those stored in diode array 60. 
Similarly, on the period 21- to 3’r, counter 92 will be set 
at 2, causing shift register 90 to shift each incoming word 
two positions to the right. Thus, subtract circuit 98 will 
subtract from an unshifted signal received from gate 
75a a signal having one-quarter value. Thus the resultant 
amplitude will be 

(see FIG. 10). Successive steps produce a waveshape as 
that shown in FIG. 10. Note that after counter 92 has 
reached 7 the ATT pulse will end, and the end of the 
attack cycle will have been reached. 
With the end of the attack cycle, the sustain pulse SUS 

(see the truth table of FIG. 9) will be truc. In this case, 
shift control circuit 91 will be OFF, since it is not re 
ceiving either an’ ATT or a DEC pulse. Likewise, gates 
97 and 99 each will be OFF. Thus, each data word from 
gate 75. will enter shift register 90, will not be shifted, 
and will be read out unshifted via gate 93 (activated by 
the SUS pulse) to OR gate 96 and thence to summing 
means 28. 
As in the decay case, while the exarnple has been 

presented in terms of a logarithmic attack, the invention 
is not so limited. By appropríately programming shift 
control circuit 91 and counter 92 other attack wave 
s‘hapes can be generated For example, the wave shape 
shown in FIG. 11 could be generated by programming 
combinations of shift, and shift and subtract operations. 
The wave shape of FIG. 11 well may be of value in 
simulating instruments having percussive qualities (e.g., 
a bell). As in the case of the decay, the selected attack 
may be controlled by preprogrammed logíc or, by means 
of a stored program, selection switches operated by the 
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performer, or even by punched card containing a particu 
lar attack/decay scheme encoded thereon. 
Although described hereinabove in terms of utilization 

of a ?xed diode array for wave shape memory 24, the 
invention clearly is not so limited, and any type of 
digital memory may be used. For example, wave shape 
memory 24 may comprise a standard magnetic core 
memory well known in the computer art. In such in 
stance, recycling read control circuits 22a, 22b . . . 22n 
each may comprise a ring counter (driven by the clock 
signal from frequency synthesizer 10) and appropriate 
read and write circuitry for reading out the state of mag 
netization of each core and or rewriting the data back 
into each core (required since such memories have de 
structive readout). Alternatively, plated wire or thin ?lm 
memories could be used for wave shape memory 24. 

Moreover, while the operation of wave shape memory 
24 has been described hereinabove in terms of a parallel 
readout, this is not required by the invention, and serial 
readout also may be employed. Recall that the amplitude 
or amplitude increment digital words stored in memory 
24 are read out at a rate which is N times the frequency 
of the note being produced, wherein is N the number 
of sample points utilized. Typically, the highest note pro 
duced is C8 at 4186.01 Hz. Thus, the maximum rate at 
which successive sample points are sampled is on the 
order of 50 milliseconds (for 48 sample points per 
period). Clearly, 50 milliseconds is su?icient time to 
permit serial readout of the 6 or 8 bits typically used to 
represent the wave shape amplitude or amplitude in 
crement at each sample point. ‚ 

Serial readout may be used either with a diode array 
or with any other type of digital storage device utilized 
for wave shaped memory 24. For example, referring to 
FIG. 4, while each output of the ring counters 70a, 
70b . . . 7011 is shown connected directly to a row of 
diode arrays ‘60, these connections could be made via 
gates. Then instead of the six columns 67a, 67b . . . 67)‘ 
g0ing directly to gate 71, appropriate circuitry could be 
provided to scan these columns 67a, 6711 . . . 67)‘ one 
at a time to provide a serial input to gate 71. Thus, 
e.g.‚ when ring counter 70a reaches a count of 2, row 
62 of diode array 60 would be energized via a gate. 
Columns 67a, 67b . . . 67)‘ then would be scanned, one 
at a time, at a su?iciently high rate so that all six columns 
are scanned prior to the advance of ring counter70a to 
a count of three. The serially scanned output from diode 
array 60 then may be entered into a 6 bit register (not 
shown) and this register used to provide a parallel output 
to the remainder of the digital electronic organ circuitry. 
With this column scanning techniques, the gates between 
each ring counter 70a, 70b . . . 7011 and the rows 61, 
62 . . . 66 of diode array 60 can be activated with ap 
propriate time relationship to ensure, if desired, that 
more than one row of diode array 60 is not accessed, 
simultaneously. 
Another feature of the inventive digital electronic or 

gan is that the effect of intra-manual coupling of keys 
can be accomplished without the prior art requirement 
for mechanical or electrical coupling between sets of 
keys. For example, suppose that a ?ute stop is being 
used, but that a 4’ voice rather than an 8’ voice is de 
sired. In this case, when C3 is keyed, the organ must 
sound C4 (i.e., 2><C3) with the same or similar ?ute 
voice as used for the 8’ ?ute. Large pipe organs accom 
plish this action by having a separate rank of pípes for 
the 4’ stops, which are distinct trom any of the 8’ ranks. 
The inventive digital electronic organ can readily dupli 
cate this function. 
Shown in FIG. 12 is a simpli?ed diagram of a memory 

organization for wave shape memory 24 useful for ef 
fectuating harmonic and mutation stops. In storage area 
‚101 there is stored the 48 words digitally representing one 
period of the wave shape of a particular rank of 8’ pipes 
(e.g., 8’ ?ute). These words are exac_tly analogous to 
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those Shown in FIGS. 20 and 2d for the typical wave 
shape of 32 of FIG. 2a. As described hereinabove, when 
this one period of 48 words is accessed at a rate 48 
times that of the note selected, the signal produced will 
represent a note at the selected frequency. 

Suppose that for the same wave shape (i.e., ?ute) 
a 4’ voice is desired. By reading out the two periods of 
the wave shape stored (as two blocks of 24 words) in 
storage area 102 (see FIG. 12) at the same rate as that 
at which the single period of storage area 10.1 normally 
is read out, the resultant note will he at twice the fre 
quency of the key played. For example, íf C3 is struck 
while a 4’ stop tab is selected, the output of frequency 
synthesizer 10 wil] produce a clock frequency at rate 
NC‘3. When this is used to read out column 102 (which 
in ‚48 words are used to store two periods of the same 
wave shape), the output frequency produced will be at 
(2><C3)=C4. For realism the wave shape for the 4’ 
stop (i.e.‚ the wave shape two periods of which are stored 
in area 102) can be made to diíïer from the shape of 
the parent 8’ stop stored in storage area 101. 

In exactly the same fashion, 2’ stops can be obtained 
by accessing storage area 103 (see FIG. 12). For a 2' 
stop, when key (C3) is struck, the note which is sounded 
should be (4><C3)=C5. As seen in FIG. 12, storage 
area 103 contains four periods of the selected wave 
shape, each period represented by 12 words. Thus, when 
storage area 103 is accessed at the 8’ rate 48 C3, the wave 
shape produced is at the fourth harmonic (i.e., second 
octave). Similarly, a 1’ stop is obtained when storage 
area 104, containing 8 periods each of 6 words, is read 
out with the basic 8’ clock frequency. In this case, when 
key (C3) is depressed, the note which will be produced 
will be (C6). 
While the harmonic stops accurately and easily can be 

obtained with the preceding scheme, it is slightly more 
di?icult to obtain the mutation stops without intra— 
manual coupling. However, it is a feature of the present 
invcntion to provide apparatus for generating the muta 
tion stops with su?icient listening accuracy and without 
couplers. 
A 22/3’ stop usually is obtained in an organ by elec 

tronically or mechanically coupling keys so that the 
representative action Shown in Table II is obtained. 

TABLE II 

Note keyed Frequeney Note sounded Frequency 
on manual (in Hz.) by organ (in Hz.) 

261. 63 783. 99 
293. 66 880. 00 
329. 63 987. 77 
269. 99 1, 108. 73 
415. 30 1, 244. 51 
466. 16 1, 396. 92 
523. 25 1, 567. 98 

2%’ pipe is roughly the third harmonic of an 8' 
pipe. The error between the true 22/3’ coupled frequency 
and the third harmonic of the key note is exhibited in 
the following Table I.II which represents the error spread 
throughout the frequency range of the organ. 

'I‘ABLE III 

True 2%’ 
Third coupled 

Note keyed Frequency Harmonie l‘requency Error 
on manual (in Hz.) (in Hz.) (in Hz.) (inHz.) 

32. 70 98. 10 98. 00 +. 10 
65. 41 196.00 196.00 . 23 

130. 81 392. 43 392. 00 . 43 
261. 63 784. 89 783. 99 . 90 
523. 25 l, 569. 75 1, 567. 98 1. 77 

1,046. 50 3, 139. 50 3, 135. 96 3. 54 

The 22/3 stop usually is not used above C5. Thus, it 
is seen that this stop can be obtained without coupling 
by using a memory storage scheme such as that repre 
sented by storage area 105 in FIG. 12. In storage area 
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105, three periods of the desired wave shape are stored, 
each in 16 words. When storage area 105 is read out 
at the 8’ frequency (corresponding to 48 times the note 
keyed en the manual), the output obtained is the third 
harmonie. As may be seen from Table III above, this 
is a satisfactorily close approximation of the true 2%’ 
eoupled frequency. 
A more di?’îcult problem arises in trying to obtain a 

1%’ stop ‘by means of harmonie generation without intra‘ 
manual couplers. This problem is illustrated in the fol 
lowíng Table IV. 

TABLE IV 

Error in 
?fth 

harmonie 
Nota Fre- Fiith Fre- appro_xi‘ 
Keyed en queney harmonie guency mentatxon 
Mauual (in Hz.) (in Hz.) (in Hz.) (in Hz.) 

32. 70 163. 50 164. 81 —1. 31 
65. 41 327. 05 329. 63 -2. 58 

130. 81 654. 05 659. 26 —5. 21 
261. 63 1308. 15 1318. 51 -9. 36 
523. 25 2616. 25 2637. 02 —20. 77 

It is evident that the ?fth harmonie is an unaeceptable 
approximation to the true 1%’ coupled stop. Another 
scheme for obtaining a better approximation is a feature 
of this invention. The ratio between a keyed note and 
its true 1%’ coupled note is 

R=/5.0397 
That is, the error in using the ?fth harmonie is about 
4%. 

Consider the storage allocation illustrated in FIG. 12 
as storage area 106. Here 11 periods of a reference wave 
shape are stored in 105 memory addresses. If these words 
are read out at an 8’ stop elock frequency, the ratio be 
tween the 8’ frequency and that read írom the 105 word 
register (storage area 106) is 

48 
——m><11—5.0286 

Using this arrangement, the frequency err’or has been 
reduced to less than 3% of the fundamental. The follow 
ing Table V illustrates the performance obtaíned by 
using storage area 106 of FIG. 12 to generate 13/5’ stops 
without couplers. 

Rl 

’Note keyed Frequency e uency eguency . rror 
on manual (in Hz.) ((1’1n Hz.) (in Hz.) (m Hz.) 

32. 70 164. 44 164. 81 -. 37 
65. 41 328. 87 829. 63 -. 74 

130. 81 657. 74 659. 26 -1. 52 
261. 63 1315. 48 1318. 51 ’—3. 03 
523. 25 2630. 96 2637. 02 -6. 16 

Implicit in the scheme for obtaining the 13/5’ stops, is 
an'other feature of the invention. Prior art eleetronie 
organs have been limited to generating tones containing 
a mixture of a fundamental and harmonie overtones. The 
inventive digital electronic organ can use either harmonie 
or anharmonic overtones at the discretion of the designer. 
Anharmonic overtones are generated similar to the 
scheme shown as storage area 105 in EG. 12. 

Let N=number of words for an 8’ stop (48 has been 
used to describe the ‘operation in this disclosure) 

W=Number of words in anharmonic wave shape mem 
Qry 

p=number of periods of referenee wave shape stored 
in W. 

Then, 
N 

Ra=W‘E 
where R, is the ratio of the anharmonic frequeney to 
the 8’ clock signal selected by the manual keys. 
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The ímportance of ‘being able to generate anharmonic 

overtones is espeeially vital to theatre organ design. 
Many of the percussive musical sounds are composed of 
anharmonic overtones. This is true of chimes, bells, struck 
bars, etc. 
Although the invention has been described and illus 

trated in detail, it is to be clearly understood that the 
same is by way of illustration and example only and is 
not to be taken "Dy way of limitation, the spirit and scope 
of this invention being limited only by the terms ‘of the 
appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. In combination: ’ 
means for storing in digital representation a wave shape, 
and 

means ~for repetitiously reading said wave shape at a 
selectable rate and produeing thcrefrom a musical 
note. 

2. The combination de?ned in claim 1 wherein the 
amplitude of said wave is digitally represented at a plu 
rality of points. 

3. The combination de?ned in claim 2 wherein said 
plurality is su?iciently great as to de?ne a complex musi‘ 
cal waveform. 

4. The combination de?ned in claim 1 wherein said 
digital representation comprises a plurality of digital 
words, each word representing the ineremental change in 
amplitude of said wave at successive vones of a like plu 
rality of sample points. 

5. The combination de?ned in claim 4 further com 
prising: 
means for algebraically summing said read out digital 

words and for produeing an audio signal correspond 
íng in level to the value of the accumulated sum of 
the incremental change-s in amplitude represented by 
said read out words. 

‘6. The combination de?ned in claim ‘4 further com— 
prising: 
means for programmatieally, algebraically modifying 

the íncremental amplitude ehanges represented vby 
selected read out digital words to control the ampli 
tude eharacteristics of the musical note produced 
therefrom. 

7. The combination de?ned in claim 1 wherein each 
word contains su?icient bits to de?ne accurately an ampli 
tude increment of a musical waveform. 

8. The combination de?ned in claim 1 further com 
prising means for selecting said rate. 

_9. The combination de?ned in claim 1 further com 
prising: 
means for simultaneously repetitíously reading said 
wave shape at a plurality of selectable rates and pro 
ducing therefrorn a musical chord. 

‘10. A11 electronie organ comprising: 
a memory containingIr a digital representation of wave 

shape, 
read out means for repetitiously reading out said 

digital representation from said memory at a select 
able rate, and 

means for producing from said read out; digital repre 
sentation a musical note. 

'11. ‘A.n electronic organ as de?ned in claim 10 further 
comprising: 

a plurality of read out means for repetitively reading 
out said digital representation at a like plurality of 
indívidually selectable rates, and 

scanning means for sequentially enabling readout of 
each word in said digital representation by each of 
said plurality of read out means. 

12. An electronic organ as de?ned in claim 10 wherein 
a period of said wave shape is represented at N sample 
points, and wherein said rate is Nf, f 'being the frequency 
of said musical note. 

13. An electronie organ as de?ned in claim 12 further 
comprising: 
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frequency synthesizer means for producing a clock 
signal at a frequency Nj in response to depression of 
a key of said organ, and ‘ 

wherein the reading rate of said read out means is de 
termined by said clock signal. ‘ 

14. An electronic organ as de?ned in claim 12 wherein 
said means for producing compríses: 
summing means for dígitally combining successive digi 

tal words read from said memory, said words repre 
senting said wave shape at successive sample points. 

15. A11 electronic organ as de?ned in claim 4 wherein 
said means for producing further compríses: 

digital to analog converter means for accepting said 
combined digital words and for producing an analog 
output representative thereof. 

16. An electronic organ as de?ned in claim 15 wherein 
said means for producing further compríses: ’ 

speaker means for producing an audible signal in re 
sponse to said analog output, and 

wherein said analog output compríses a step function 
having steps containing high frequency components 
which when reproduced by said speaker means simu 
late the hiss or air sound of a pipe organ. 

17. An electronic organ as de?ned in claim 12 further 
comprising: 
means for modifying said read out digital representa 

tion thereby to effectuate attack and decay of said 
musical note. - 

18. An electronic organ as de?ned in claim 14 further 
comprising: 
means for programmatically right shifting said words 

read from said memory thereby effec’tuating decay of 
said musical note. 

19. An electronic organ as de?ned in claim 14 further 
comprising: " 
means for programmatically shifting said words read 
from memory and for subtracting said shifted words 
from the same words unshifted, thereby effectuating 
attack of said musical note. 

20. An electronic organ as de?ned in claim 10 wherein 
said memory contains a plurality of digital representations 
of a like plurality of wave shapes, and further comprís 
1ng: 

stop tab means for selecting which of said representa 
tions is to be read out repetítiously by said read out 
means. 

21. An electronic organ as de?ned in claim 12 wherein 
said memory further contains a digital representation of 
In periods of wave shape, wherein m-=2, 4, 8, and where 
in each of said m periods is represented by N/m sample 
points, and wherein said in periods are read out from 
said memory at said selectable rate N)‘, thereby producing 
harmonic notes. ’ 

22. An electronic organ as de?ned in claim 10‘ wherein 
said memory further contains a digital representation of 
p periods of a wave shape, each period being represented 
by W words, and wherein said p periods are read out of 
said memory repetitiously at a rate R,‚Wf/ p, where Ra is 
the ratio of the frequency of the anharrnonic note being 
produced and the frequency ‚7‘ of said musical note. 

23. An electronic organ as de?ned in claim 10 wherein 
said memory compríses a diode array. 

24. In combination: 
a diode array containing a plurality of digital words 

stored in N rows of 1 columns, where 1 is the number 
of bits per word, said words comprising a digital rep 
resentation of a wave shape sampled at N points, 

frequency synthesizer means for generating a clock 
signal at a rate N)‘, where 1‘ is a selectable fre‘ 
quency, 

ring counter means advanced by said clock signal for 
províding a voltage t0 successive rows of said array, 

means for summing the successive signals appearing on 
said 1 columns of said array as said voltage is pro 
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vided, said successive signals corresponding to said 
words, and 

means for converting said summed successive signals to 
analog form. 

25. In combination: 
a memory in which is stored digital representations of 

a plurality of different wave forms, 
means for selecting which of said representatíons is to 

be read from said memory, and ~‚ 
means for repetitiously readíng said selected representa‘ 

tion trom said memory and for producing therefrom 
an analog signal havíng said selected wave form. 

26. In combination: 
?rst means províding a digital representation of a com 

plex wave, and 
second means responsive to said ?rst means for pro‘ 

viding musical notes trom said representation. 
27. Means for storing sampled amplitudes of the com 

plex wave of a musical note, means responsive to such 
stored sampled amplitudes for generating a musical note. 

28. The combination recited in claim 27 wherein said 
responsive means compríses means for repetitíously read 
ing said sampled amplitudes. 

29. The combination recited in claim 27 wherein said 
responsive means compríses means for repetitiously read 
ing said sampled amplitudes at one or more rates. 

30. The combination recited in claim 27 wherein said 
means for storing compríses a digital memory. 

31. The combination recited in claim 27 wherein said 
means for storing compríses a diode matrix. 

32. An electronic organ comprising: 
a memory containing a plurality of digital words rep 

resenting amplitude information of a waveshape at a. 
plurality of sample poínts; 

a plurality of read out means simultaneously operable 
to repetitiously read out said memory at selectable 
rates; 

control means operable in response to depression of a 
key of said organ for assigning a read out means to 
repetitiously read out said memory at a rate selected 
in accordance with the note corresponding to the 
depressed key, and 

means for producing from said read out digital words 
a musical note. 

33. An electronic organ as recited in claim 32 wherein 
said control means compríses: 

a frequency synthesizer including a master clock signal 
source and note identifying means responsive to each 
depressed key to generate a corresponding control 
clock signal, and 

each of said assigned read out means is controlled to 
read out said memory at a rate determined by the 
corresponding control clock signal. 

34. An electronic organ as recited in claim 32 where‘ 

said control means responds to simultaneously de 
pressed keys for controlling each of the correspond 
ingly assigned read out means to read out a single 
digital word individually, and for controlling said 
plurality of assigned read out means to simultaneously 
and repetitiously read out the plurality of digital 
words representing a waveshape contained in the 
memory at different rates selected in accordance with 
the notes corresponding to the depressed keys. 

35. An electronic organ as recited in claim 32 wherein 
said memory includes group of plural digital words rep 
resenting amplitude information of corresponding differ 
ent waveshapes, and there is further provided: 

a plurality of waveshape selecting gates, respectively 
associated with the outputs of said memory corre 
sponding to said groups of digital words; 

means connecting the outputs of said waveshape select 
ing gates to said note producing means, and 

means operable to Selectively enable said gates for 
selecting the respectively associated groups of digital 
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words to be read out from said memory and applied 
to said producing means. 

36. An electronic organ as recited in claim 35 wherein 
there is further provided: 

a plurality of read out gates respectively associated with 
said plurality of read out means, said plurality of 
read out gates being connected at their inputs to the 
outputs of said waveshape selecting gates, and at their 
outputs of said note producing means, and 

each of said plurality of read out gates is enabled by 
the respectively associated read out means to trans 
mit a digital word read out from said memory by said 
respectively associated read out means exclusively 
of digital words read out from said memory by others 
of said read out means. 

37. An electronic organ as recited in claim 35 where 
in: 

each of said read out means simultaneously reads out 
’ from memory a digital word representing the ampli 

tude information at related sample points of each 
selected waveshape, and 

each of said read out gates is connected at its inputs in 
common to the outputs of said waveshape selecting 
gates to transmit the digital words simultaneously 
read from memory by the respectively associated read 
out means for all selected waveshapes to said note 
producing means. 

38. An electronic organ as recited in claim 32 wherein 
there is further provided: 

a plurality of read out gates respectively associated 
with said plurality of read out means, said plurality 
of read out gates being connected at theìr inputs in 
common to the outputs of said memory for each 
of said groups of digital words, and ‘ 

each of said plurality of gates is enabled by the respec 
tively associated read out means to transmit a digital 
word read out from said memory by said respectively 
associated read out means exclusively of digital words 
read out from said memory by others of said read 
out means. 

39. Means for storing in digital representation the 
amplitude of a wave shape at a plurality of spaced p0ínts, 
means responsive to said stored amplitudes for generating 
a musical note. 

40. In an electronic musical instrument of the‘ type 
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wherein a musical sound is generated by repetitively ac‘ ‚ — 
cessing from a memory stored digital words representing 
the amplitude at selected points along at least a portion 
of a wave shape, means for simulating the híss or air 
sound of a pipe organ comprising: 50 
means for producing an analog signal resembling a — ‘ 

step function and having amplitude values related to‘ 
said accessed words, the steps in said analog signal 
containing high frequency components, and 

means responsive to said analog signal for producing 55 
an audible sound having a musical ‚quality related ‘ - 
to said wave shape and containing a hiss related to 
said high frequency components. ’ 

41. A musical tone generation system comprising: 
means for providing a repetitious digital representation 60 

of a wave shape, the repetition rate of said digital ‘ .‚ 
representation being manually selectable and corre 
sponding to the frequency of a musical tone, and 

24 
‘ means for converting said repetitious digital representa 

tion to an audio signal. 
42. A system according to claim 41 further compris 

1ng: 
means for programmatically, arithmetically modifying 

said digital representations to control the attack and 
decay characteristics of said audio signal. 

43. An electronic musical synthesizer comprising: 
memory means for storing a plurality of digital words 

each representing the incremental difference in am 
plitude between successive ones of a like plurality of 
amplitude sample points of at least a portion of a 
wave shape, ’ 

?rst readout means for sequentially accessing said words 
from said memory means at a ?rst selectable rate re 
lated to a ?rst músical note, 

conv’ersion means for algebraically adding the amplitude 
increment represented by each accessed word to the 
accumulated sum of the amplitude increments rep‘ 
resented by previously accessed words and for pro 
ducing an audio signal corresponding to the values 
of the resultant accumulated sums. 

44. An electronic musical synthesizer according to 
claim 43 further comprising: 

’ one or more additional readout means for sequentially 
accessing said words from said memory means at 
selectable rates related to other musical notes, said 
memory means being adapted for serially scanned 
access by said ?rst and additional readout means, 
and wherein: 

said conversion means algebraically adds the amplitude 
increments represented by each word accessed by any 
of said readout means to the previously accumulated 
sum to produce a resultant accurnulated sum. 

45. An electronic musical synthesizer according to 
claim 43 wherein said audio signal comprises a step func 
tíon which steps abruptly from a level representing the 
previous accumulated sum to a new level representing 
the resultant accumulated sum, said steps comprising high 
frequency components which when audibly reprodueed 
resemble a hi’ss or air sound. 

46. Means for storing a plurality of at least a portion 
of one or more fundamental or harmonie waves in digital 
representation, and means for repetitiously reproducing 
said waves to provide musical notes from said stored rep 
resentation. 
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Primary Examíner-Stanley J. Witkowski 

[571 ABSTRACT 
A digita] electronic organ wherein a digital representa 
tion of an organ pipe wave shape is stored in a memory. 
A frequency synthesizer activated by a manual or peda1 
key produces a clock frequency at Nf, where 1‘ is the 
frequency of the note selected, and N is the number of 
sample points in the stored wave shape. The digitized 
wave shape is read out repetitiously at the generated 
clock frequency and converted to analog form to pro 
duce a musical note having a wave shape corresponding 
to that stored in the memory. Circuitry is provided to 
sum digitally notes which are playecl símultaneously; to 
shape each note in attack and decay using digita1 opera 
tions; and to read out stored mu1tiple wave shapes to 
implement harmonie and mutatíon stops. 






